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This paper presents a system for automatic extraction of the user{entered data
from Brazilian bankchecks. Experimental results show that this approach is robust
for extracting the user{entered items achieving a moderate processing time and
excellent accurancy rates

1 Introduction

Millions of handwritten or machine printed bankchecks have to be processed
everyday. Since the bankcheck processing is merely a repetitional task it is
desirable to realize it in an automatic fashion. Currently, thresholding 2 3 4
and image subtraction 1 6 7 techniques are being used for extracting the user{
entered data. The techniques based on image subtraction have shown more
robustness to segment the user{entered data. Okada{Shridhar 7 have suggested
an approach based on a subtraction operation between one lled{in bankcheck
image and the same bankcheck image without the lled{in information. This
approach might not be feasible for real{life applications since a large database
is needed to keep the sample images of un lled bankchecks. The main idea of
this new approach is to handle only sub{images which contain the user{entered
data. A template is used to extract these areas. For each of the ve resulting
sub{images, the background pattern is eliminated by a subtraction operation,
the baselines are detected and eliminated by using an algorithm based on the
projection pro les and the character strings are eliminated by a subtraction
operation between the sub{image and a generated binary image which contains
every make{up character string. Finally, some pixels lost during the foregoing
processing are recovered.
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2 User{Entered Data Extraction

The proposed system is composed by three main modules: data acquisition,
database, and image processing, as shown in Fig. 1. The data acquisition
module includes an optical scanner and a MICR scanner. The database stores
1

Figure 1: A system overview

samples of the background patterns, customer's information, parameters to
adjust the template and other useful data. The information stored in the
database is indexed by keywords composed by the bank, agency, and account
numbers. The image processing module has several algorithms, such as, position evaluation, items extraction, background pattern elimination, baseline
erasing, character elimination and a tracing recovering.
Since the Brazilian bankchecks have a standardized layout structure, it is
reasonable to design a template for extracting the user{entered data from any
bankcheck. From a basic template, we construct a database with the possible
positions of the user{entered data according to the nancial institution that
has issued the bankcheck. The output of the item extraction algorithm are
ve sub{images representing the user{entered items: digit amount, worded
amount, payee's name, city and date, and signature. The elimination of the
background pattern is done through a modi ed morphological subtraction operation performed between the sub{images and the corresponding background
2

Table 1: Results for extracting items.
Items
Correctly Extracted(%) Unused(%)
Digit Amount
99.2
0.0
Worded Amount
95.8
2.5
Payee's Name
96.7
1.7
City and Date
95.0
4.2
Signature
90.8
5.8

pattern sample sub{image. Since the baselines generally have horizontal and
vertical length close to the proper sub{image dimension, they can be easily identi ed through the positions where the projection pro le has relatively
high values. Then, these positions are lled{in with white pixels. The information previously stored in the database is used to generate a binary image
to eliminate the printed character strings presented under signature baseline.
This generated image contains exactly the same character strings that must
be eliminated. A subtraction operation between this generated image and the
corresponding sub{image eliminates the character strings. The elimination of
baselines can also eliminates some pixels of the user{entered data. To recover
this pixels, the positions of the extracted baselines are used and connections
between the neighbors are established. For each pixel that may be tted to
a erased baseline pixel, their 8{neighbors are analyzed and lled with black
pixels if some neighbors were black.

3 Experimental Results

The proposed system was tested by 120 real{life Brazilian bankchecks. The
bankchecks were issued by 10 di erent nancial institutions and were lled{in
by 20 di erent writers. Tab. 1 shows the results for extracting the user{
entered data. The images were classi ed according to the visual quality, which
is related to the physical integrity of the extracted items. A comparison among
the results provided by the proposed method and other methods are shown in
Tab. 2. The results provided by this comparison rely on di erent databases and
application domains since the papers have focused di erent kinds of bankchecks
such as American, French, Brazilian, and Canadian bankchecks.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

This paper presents a system for automatic extracting the user{entered data
from bankchecks. A complete solution for data acquisition, layout analysis,
MICR data identi cation and recognition, user{entered data extraction, and
tracing recovering is presented. The input of the system is real{live bankchecks
3

Table 2: A comparison of di
Method
Database
DA
Proposed Method
120
99.2
Koerich{Lee1
200
98.3
Liu4 et al.
400
97.5
Heutte5 et al.
3374
98.0
Dimauro2 et al.
300
Santos3 et al.
20

erent extraction methods.
Correctly Extracted Items(%)
WA PN PL DT
95.8 96.7 95.0 95.0
95.3 97.5 95.2 96.1
97.0
NA
97.0
NA
95.4
95.0

SG
90.8
88.7
NA

DA=Digit Amount, WA=Worded Amount, PN=Payees Name, PL=City of Issue,
DT=Date, SG=Signature, NA=Non Available Data

and the output provides digital images of the isolated lled{in items. This
novel approach has reached similar rates as our previous approach in terms of
accuracy in extracting the user{entered data, but in terms of processing time,
it has reached a reducing of 300% 1. Our system has addressed a complete
solution for identifying and extracting the information from bankchecks. The
other approaches focus mainly the extraction of the digit and worded amounts.
By combining this system with digit recognition, word recognition and signature veri cation systems, an automatic bankcheck processing system might be
feasible for practical applications 6 .
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